
“And for you?” 
“Western omelet -- egg whites only please.” 
“Very good- right away!” 

Bananas Foster - Whoosh! The flame soars 
to thrilled “oohs” and “aahs” from the crowd. 

Just like hanging out with friends in the 
kitchen when you have a dinner party at 
home, there is something special about  
cooking food for people and serving it hot - 
right off the stove.  But you have fity guests 
at this brunch and the kitchen is a thousand 
feet away from the ballroom. That is where 
the magic of  induction cooking comes in.  
With electromagnetic cooking and warming 
equipment you open a whole new world of 
possibilities in entertaining - safely, efficiently, 
and most importantly, with style and flair! 

At Lion’s Wood Banquet Furniture, our 
commitment to making it easy for you to 
do your job and look good while doing it 
results in beautiful transformations of our 
most popular tables from serving buffets to 
sophisticated pieces of cooking equipment. 

Think of them as stoves really - disguised 
as furniture.  You decide how to use our 
designs in your operations. In this brochure 
we will introduce you to our surface-
mount induction lines, provide you with the 
options we offer and show you the Lion’s 
Wood Banquet Furniture tables capable of 
incorporating induction.
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Induction Cooking

Induction Specifications

Lion’s Wood Banquet Furniture’s
heavy-duty commercial induction tables are designed for 
versatility, durability and efficiency. These surface-mounted 
units may  be used as cooking units or as warming units. 
They are extremely efficient; you may have up to two omelets 
cooking on a single 20-amp outlet, or run up to  eight chafers on 
a single 20-amp outlet for warming stations. (Induction cooking 
tables may also serve as warming stations.)

The Lion’s Wood Induction Advantage  
No need to buy new chafers and display pieces. Our induction units work with most cast iron 
or induction-ready chafers and pans.   We do not push you into a system designed to work 
with a proprietary set of cookware, so we are free to offer an induction system that is designed 
to allow you to use your existing pieces or the manufacturer of your choice for pots and pans. 
Efficiency of induction energy production is our focus. The induction equipment we build into 
our furniture is patented, cutting edge design, because that is what you want - and what you 
deserve in your induction equipment choices.

Sizes of Induction Tables                  
We offer induction tables in four standard sizes 
and a corresponding number of induction units:
• 30” x 60” with up to two units  per table,
• 30” x 72” with up to three units per table,
• 30” x 84” with up to four units per table,
• 30” x 96” with up to four units per table.

Our Revolutionary Induction Warming and Cooking Units:

• Efficiently warm chafers using 200-300 watts.(That’s 1.8 - 2.5 amps each!)
• Also have an operating range of up to 1200 watts for live cooking for your guests.
• Can run up to 8 chafers on a dedicated 20 amp outlet on warming function.
• Do not heat the tabletop surface, only the chafing dish is heated. 
• Feature a control panel  that is capable of being hidden from view when not in use.
• Are GREEN ; no fumes, flames, CO2, chemical smells, and - NO empty cans in our landfills!
• Hold an even, constant heat.
• Heat continuously for up to 9 hours non-stop with programmable controller on warming settings. 



Lion’s Wood Banquet Furniture                      
Induction-Adaptable Lines of Tables 
These are the tables we offer into which we install 
induction equipment. Please choose a line from 
these offerings and refer to the available literature for 
that line to learn more about the materials, finishes, 
shapes, sizes and other accessories available within 
that particular line of tables.  Consult with your local 
Lion’s Wood Banquet Furniture representative to 
learn more  and to explore all of our offerings. Some 
of these are available in suites, related furniture 
groupings that allow you to create a seamless 
environment for your guests.
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Induction-Adaptable Lines

Classic Serving Carts

Hospitality Table shown with optional plate shelf Mobile Action Station

Tahiti Metal Carts Farm Table
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TABLETOP SURFACE OPTIONS

VERSATILE  •  DURABLE  •  MOBILE
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Hide-away Control Panels
Induction controls may  be  mounted in hide-away panels that swing out 
of sight when not in use.  These four images illustrate the difference that 

makes -- set them and forget them, then hide them away.

QUARTZ: The Engineered Stone Product 
for Durability

Aurora MatterhornCocoa Brown

Maui GranolaNight Sky

CORIAN: The Premier Solid Surface Solution

Bamboo Blanco MapleKalahari

Lyra Stellar NightCemento
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LION’S STONE: Industrial Porcelain Tabletops

Bianco Vintage Bourbe

Marble Faun Cafe Stone

White Matrix

Black Matrix


